
P R O D U C T  C A T A L O G U E



HAMMER BOXING stands for advanced, perfectly 
adapted boxing equipment and gear. Each product 
is designed and developed to supplement other pro-
ducts in the HAMMER BOXING product range and to  
perform as a functionally integrated protection system.
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BOXING 
GLOVES
Developed by professionals for 
future professionals. The best 
materials and perfect manu- 
facturing are synonymous with 
premium class.

The new HAMMER boxing line. 
Unconventional, unique and  
untamed!

 robust & long-lasting
  high-quality, sweat-resistant material
  maintenance of the fit
  preformed glove unit
 ergonomic wearing comfort
  no padding movement at the point of 
impact
  special 3-layer padding
  double-stitched on the inside area for 
stable form and longevity
 outer hand padding for self-protection  

 in hand guard fighting positions
  fully encircling wrist protection to avoid 
injuries
  wrist stabilisation for excellent power 
punching development
  wrist sprain is minimised with thick 
padded protection

  closed pad and glove unit for complete 
protection of the palm

  ideal thumb fit
 reinforced
 continuous seam
  protection against twisting of thumb
  prevention of capsule injuries
  embedded air holes for heat dissipa-
tion; fresh air flows into the glove more 
evenly

  padding on palm of hand for better 
punching power development, prevents 
injuries of the metacarpal bone

  high-quality, extra wide Velcro fastener 
for a secure hold and a long life

LEVEL 3 / FIGHT

Developed by boxing profes- 
sionals for professionals – Le-
vel 3 boxing gloves from HAM-
MER BOXING represent pure 
performance! Using the best  
materials and innovative detail-
oriented solutions, HAMMER 
BOXING has been able to cre- 
ate long-lasting boxing gloves 
for an ideal power transfer,  
ensuring safety and perfor-
mance like no other product.

LEVEL 2 / TRAINING

Level 2 HAMMER BOXING  
gloves speak for themselves. 
New detail-oriented solutions 
make a powerful statement. 
Technical and optical highlights 
guarantee a long life product. 
These gloves are, unmistakably, 
the ideal combination of boxing 
professionalism and fun from 
the very first moment they are 
put on.

LEVEL 1 / FITNESS

„Fun with boxing“ This is what 
level 1 boxing gloves from  
HAMMER BOXING represent. 
The boxing gloves have a spor-
ty, robust design which com-
bines emotion with a personal 
touch. Attention to detail in the 
right places guarantees long-
lasting training fun!

WHAT ARE THE 
HAMMER BOXING 
LEVELS?
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HAWK

The new black boxing glove made of du-
rable synthetic leather provides outstan-
ding shock absorption during all training 
sessions. The newly developed foam en-
sures a unique fit. Fully encircled wrist 
protection helps to avoid injuries and sta-
bilizes the wrists during punches. Perfect 
for all boxers looking for a challenge. 

KIDS’ BOXING GLOVES 
BLITZ

The ultimate KIDS’ BOXING GLOVES are 
made specifically for children’s hands and 
equipped with some of the features of the 
PREMIUM glove series. The preformed 
boxing gloves are extremely comfortable. 
The sweat-repellent material is robust and 
durable, and the outer material is made 
of durable PU material which guarantees 
long hours of training fun.

Premium Training

Perfect for beginners as well as advanced 
learners.
The PREMIUM Training boxing gloves are 
made of durable PU material with many 
special features like the premium class 
glove: Pre-shaped padding, stitched-on 
thumbs, ventilation and a Velcro strap for 
wrist stabilisation. The HAMMER mesh 
material guarantees comfortable training 
conditions inside the boxing glove!

Premium FIGHT

The ultimate leather fight boxing glove. 
Training under realistic match condi- 
tions while minimizing the risk of injury -  
PREMIUM boxing gloves are perfectly 
suited for this purpose. The back of the 
glove offers plenty of coverage, and spe-
cial padding optimally protects the carpal 
bone. Wrist sprain injury and early tiring of 
the hand and forearm are therefore also 
reduced to a minimum. 

X-SHOCK

Lightweight boxing glove with high com-
fort and ventilation holes for better air cir-
culation inside the glove. The flexible but 
stable wrist protection avoids injuries on 
training impact. The sewn-on thumb main-
tains the correct position and prevents 
capsule injuries. The HAMMER mesh 
material guarantees comfortable training 
conditions inside the boxing glove! 

FIT II

Level 1 boxing gloves are perfect for trai-
ning motion sequences at home. These 
top quality boxing gloves at unbeatable 
prices are perfect for beginners. They is 
suitable for motion training sequences as 
well as equipment training. FIT II stands 
out with its comfortable padding, sewn-on 
thumb and air holes. 

PREMIUM TRAINING

Size Colour Art.-No.

8 oz black 94908

10 oz black 94910

12 oz black 94912

14 oz black 94914

HAWK

Size Colour Art.-No.

8 oz black 95708

10 oz black 95710

12 oz black 95712

14 oz black 95714

PREMIUM FIGHT

Size Colour Art.-No.

10 oz black/white 94710

12 oz black/white 94712

14 oz black/white 94714

16 oz black/white 94716

KIDS’ BOXING GLOVES BLITZ

Size Colour Art.-No.

6 oz black 95406

8 oz black 95408

X-SHOCK

Size Colour Art.-No.

8 oz black/red 95308

10 oz black/red 95310

12 oz black/red 95312

14 oz black/red 95314

FIT II

Size Colour Art.-No.

6 oz black 95606

8 oz black 95608

10 oz black 95610

12 oz black 95612

14 oz black 95614

Level 2 / TrainingLevel 3 / Fight Level 2 / Training Level 2 / TrainingLevel 2 / Training Level 1 / Fitness

BOXING GLOVES
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Premium MMA

The Premium MMA bag gloves are open-
finger gloves that are suitable for punch 
practice and for holding and gripping 
techniques. These Premium MMA leather 
gloves are made of high-quality buffalo 
hide and are secured with a wide velcro 
strip over the wrists. The Velcro acts like 
a bandage wrapped twice around the 
wrists, therefore providing protection and  
flexibility. 

MMA Fight II

Focused on the essentials - light-weight 
and maximum reliability. High-quality 
preformed glove minimizes fatigue. The 
open inner hand area guarantees optimal  
control and full grip. 100% buffalo hide 
with extra strong stitching and wrist 
bands.

PUNCH

The Punch bag gloves are made of ro-
bust cowhide and have been specifically 
developed for training on equipment. The  
padding is light-weight and thin but still 
protects against skin-abrasion even  
during intensive training. Because of the 
lighter padding, the glove is extremely 
long-lasting, durable  and keeps its origi-
nal form. Perfect for years of training fun 
on bags, pads and speed balls.

Level 3Level 2 Level 3

Free Fight 
Gloves

PREMIUM MMA

Size Colour Art.-No.

S - M black/white 95410

L - XL black/white 95410

MMA FIGHT II

Size Colour Art.-No.

S black/white 95520

M black/white 95521

L black/white 95522

XL black/white 95523

PUNCH

Size Colour Art.-No.

S - M black 93210

L - XL black 93211



Training Bags
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Premium Leather

The Premium leather punch bag is very 
solid, robust and always ready for use. 
Thanks to the chrome-plated steel chains 
and rotating swivel, the punch bag remains 
centred and stable even in rotational move- 
ment. This avoids chain twisting and  
therefore prevents material damage.

Wall mount for training bags

TThe 2-part wall mount for punching bags 
is made of stable, hardened rectangular 
tubing (30 mm). The extra long exten-
sion arm (90 cm) provides a large space 
in which to train. Professional punch bag 
training in the comfort of your own home. 
Secured with 4 screws, the mount guaran-
tees safe training.

Premium Leather Professional

Train your endurance and punching power 
with a partner who will never give up. The 
Premium Professional punching bag is 
made of robust and long-lasting cowhide 
and filled with assorted padding material. 
Chromed steel chains and rotating swivels 
provide a centrally stabilised hanging po-
sition, which also reduces the risk of injury 
while punching and subsequent material 
damage.

Artificial leather  
Black Kick / White Kick

The Black Kick / White Kick artificial leat-
her punching bags are solid, robust and 
ready to use. Thanks to the chrome-plated 
steel chains and rotating swivel, the punch 
bag remains centred and stable even in ro-
tational movement. The Japanese Cordley 
material is easy to maintain and, thanks 
to its robustness, has proved itself to be 
ideal for long-term use. Ceiling mount for training bags

The ceiling hook for punch bags is made 
of chromate steel and has a thick suspen-
sion loop to provide optimal security of 
the bags. Even under the toughest training 
conditions, the punching bag will not slip 
from the loop. Safe boxing boxing training 
at home is guaranteed!

PREMIUM MOUNTS

PREMIUM LEATHER PROFESSIONAL

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

100 black 92710

120 black 92712

PREMIUM LEATHER

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

100 black 92910

120 black 92912

150 black 92915

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER BLACK KICK

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

100 black 93209

120 black 93212

150 black 93215

180 black 93218

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER WHITE KICK

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

100 white/black 93110

120 white/black 93120

150 white/black 93150

CEILING MOUNT FOR TRAINING BAGS

Material Colour Art.-No.

steel black 92800

WALL MOUNT FOR TRAINING BAGS

Material Colour Art.-No.

steel black 92811
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FIT JUNIOR

The FIT Junior punching bag has a durable 
nylon surface that is resistant and washa-
ble. The hanging straps are carefully ma-
chine sewn and long lasting. The perfect 
punch bag to start boxing. 

FIT/Cobra

Both training bags have a nylon outer shell which is very robust, durable and even washa-
ble. The sewn-on chain mountings are extremely stable and long-lasting – perfect also for 
forceful impact and intensive training at home or in the gym.

SPARRING

Punching by numbers, or punching on 
command! The Sparring training bag has 
printed zone number targets on it, which 
can be used together with a training  
partner to utilize diverse punching com-
binations on command. Responsiveness, 
accuracy and speed can therefore be 
trained extremely well. The Sparring trai-
ning bag is made of tough nylon material 
and is 80 cm in length. 3…2…1…GO!

CANVAS

The Canvas training bag is an easy-care 
training bag for your own fitness and 
home gym. The outer shell is made of 
canvas and is extremely tear-resistant and 
robust. The 4 chrome steel chains center 
and stabilize the training bag – even when 
rotating.

PURE & FUN LINE HOME FIT

CANVAS

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

80 red 92408

100 red 92410

120 red 92412

SPARRING

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

80 black 92008

FIT JUNIOR

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

50x25 black 92340

FIT (BLACK)

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

80 black 93608

100 black 93610

FIT (RED)

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

60 red 92004

80 red 92007

COBRA

Length / cm Colour Art.-No.

100 black/red/grey 92330
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SPARRING PRO

The Sparring Pro boxing is ideally suited 
for boxing training at home. The punch 
bag is 80 cm in length and is made of ro-
bust nylon. The matching 10 oz FIT boxing 
gloves ensure optimal padding. For best 
training results, the boxing set comes with 
a skipping rope for a typical boxing warm-
up.

FIT JUNIOR

The FIT Junior boxing set has everything 
the pros of tomorrow need to begin their 
boxing training at home. The punch bag is 
made of durable and washable nylon and 
is 50 cm in length. The 6 oz FIT boxing  
gloves are made of PU material and are 
very well padded with integrated ventila-
tion holes.

CHICAGO

The Chicago boxing set contains every- 
thing that an ambitious boxer needs to 
train at home. The Chicago boxing bag is 
100 cm in length and is made of robust 
nylon. Suitable Fit boxing gloves with  
optimal padding and accompanying  
storage bag are included. For prime  
training success, the Chicago boxing set 
contains a skipping rope for typical boxing 
warm-up exercises as well as a boxing 
computer which counts every punch to the 
bag. What more could a boxer want?

FIT

With the Fit boxing set, you have every- 
thing you need to start boxing training at 
home. The Fit training bag is 60 cm long and 
made of resistant and washable nylon. The 
Fit boxing gloves (10 oz) are made of arti-
ficial leather and are well padded with inte- 
grated vented air holes. The Fit boxing set 
includes a training DVD to facilitate the 
learning of boxing techniques at home. 
Perfect for beginners!

COBRA

The Cobra boxing set consists of a robust 
punching bag a nylon surface (length 
100 cm) and high-quality boxing gloves. 
The boxing gloves are made of artificial  
leather and equipped with several advan-
tages of the premium class: pre-curved 
padding, ergonomic fit, sewn-on thumb, 
vented air holes and Velcro to stabilize the 
wrists.  A great high-quality, professional 
set for beginners to train at home.

FIT

Punsh bag Boxing Gloves Accessories Art.-No.
Fit, red, 
nylon 
60cm

Fit
PU / 10 oz Training DVD 92012

CHICAGO

Punsh bag Boxing Gloves Accessories Art.-No.

Fit, black,
nylon, 

100 cm

Fit
PU / 10 oz

Boxing 
computer, 

Glove Bags, 
Skipping Rope

92068

COBRA

Punch Bag Boxing Gloves Art.-No.
Cobra

nylon, 100 cm
TRAINING
PU / 10 oz 92066

FIT JUNIOR

Punch Bag Boxing Gloves Art.-No.
Fit, black

nylon, 50x25 cm
Fit

PU / 6 oz 92090

BOXING COMPUTER

Description Art.-No.

For counting punch repetitions 99990

HOME FIT

SPARRING PRO

Punch Bag Boxing 
Gloves Accessories Art.-No.

Sparring Pro
nylon, 80 cm

Fit
PU / 10 oz Skipping rope 92013
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SPARRING PRO/ IMPACT PUNCH

Whether indoors or outdoors, in the office or in the cellar, the Impact Punch freestanding 
bag can be set up anywhere. Filled with water, sand or gravel, its large stand, 55 cm in dia-
meter, prevents the bag from being toppled, even by the hardest punch. The three different 
height adjustment levels allow you to adjust the height of the Perfect Punch to your physical 
size. The freestanding bag is very solid and is made of easy-to-clean PU material. The large 
target area of the freestanding bag is designed to handle many punch and kick combi- 
nations on a one-to-one basis.

PERFECT PUNCH

You can set the Perfect Punch freestan-
ding bag up anywhere and intensively train 
all boxing techniques. The large stand 
with a diameter of 55 cm can be filled with 
water, sand or gravel and will not fall over 
even with the hardest of punches. The 
three different height adjustment levels 
(160 174 and 192 cm) allow you to set the 
height of the Perfect Punch to your physi-
cal size. The freestanding bag is very solid 
and is made of easy-to-clean PU material.

PREMIUMFreestanding Bags

PERFECT PUNCH

Length / cm Base Material Art.-No.

160/ 174/ 192 Ø 55 cm PU 92620

SPARRING PRO

Length / cm Base Material Art.-No.

179/ 193/ 210 Ø 57 cm PU 92652

IMPACT PUNCH

Length / cm Base Material Art.-No.

183/ 200/ 215 Ø 57 cm PU 92650
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STRIKE PADS

Thai Pads

The multi-layer 11 cm-thick filled material provides the best shock 
absorption in all areas and excellent protection from multiple kicks 
and punches. Two Velcro fasteners secure the shock pads and are 
very well fixed with an optimal handling. 
The target area is 40 x 19 cm and suitable for all strike and kick 
techniques.

Focus Mitts

HAMMER BOXING Focus Mitts are made of soft cowhide  
leather and are perfect for boxing training with a partner. The back  
features individually sewn tight-fitting finger pockets and a wrist 
strap with Velcro fastening for an optimum fit.  

Additional weights for skipping 
rope PROFI

The additional weights, each 250 g in 
weight, made of steel, intensify your warm-
up training with the sProfi skipping rope.
Perfect for all boxers who want more.

PROFI

The classic warm-up exercise with the  
Profi skipping rope made of PVC coated 
steel is great preparation for the physical 
stress of boxing. The skipping rope is ad-
justable up to 3 m and consists of a steel 
core for perfectly smooth movements. 
Additional weights (in total 500 g, sold 
separately) can be easily inserted into 
the handles for more intensive workout  
sessions.

FIT

Rope work is the classic warm-up training 
of any boxer. The Fit skipping rope can 
be adjusted up to 3 m. Plastic handles  
guarantee a good grip. A steel core inside 
the PVC-rope ensures wonderfully smooth 
movements. With the Fit skipping rope, 
you can improve your explosive and plyo-
metric strength during training as well as 
your upper body definition. Fits in every 
bag and is perfect for use almost every- 
where.

SKIPPING ROPES

FOCUS MITTS (PAIR)

Material Colour Art.-No.

leather black/white 85035

FIT

Length Material Art.-No.

< 3 m adjustable PVC 84502

PROFI

Length Material Art.-No.

< 3 m adjustable PVC / Steel 84503

ADDITIONAL WEIGHTS FOR SKIPPING ROPE PROFI

Weight Material Art.-No.

250 g / piece Steel 84504

THAI PADS

Material Dimensions / cm Colour Art.-No.

leather
40 x 19

17,5 x 11 black/white 85038
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BANDAGES

EASY FIT

The Easy fit boxing bandages are an innovative hand bandage. 
Just like a glove, it is easy and quick to put on with all the advan-
tages of a conventional bandage. Special padding in the knuckle 
area prevents injuries. The supplementary 2.5 m long elastic ban-
dage stabilizes the wrist. The odour resistant material is machine 
washable without losing elasticity.

ELASTIC

The boxing bandages material is elastic and perfectly fits to 
your hand. Wrist, thumb and finger joints are optimally protected 
and provide additional support. The boxing bandages are 3.5 m 
in length and are worn underneath the glove. They absorb sweat  
effectively and optimize the durability of your boxing gloves.  
Includes thumb loop for an easier and improved fit.

ELASTIC

Length Colour Art.-No.

2,5m black
white

89106
89108

3,5m black
white

89110
89112

4,5m black
white

89116
89118

EASY FIT

Size Colour Art.-No.

S - M black 89224

L - XL black 89225
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GUM SHIELDS

Gum Shield Level 2

The two-stage mouthguards are moulded from 2 layers of pro- 
tective material. The durable outer layer provides good absorption 
of force. A soft inner layer ensures a high fit and provides additional 
protection and comfort. The 2-level mouthguard is suitable for  
higher levels of force.

Gum Shield Box

Transparent storage box for your mouthguard. Store your  
mouthguard hygienically in this handy case, cleanly and neatly and 
keep it accessible with the plastic loop.

Gum Shield Standard

Single layer mouthguard, packed in a plastic bag. Single layer 
mouthguards are particularly recommended for sports requiring 
helmets or with comparatively low levels of force.

Gum Shield Level 3

Particularly high-quality mouthguard for Level 3 with plastic box.  
Attractive design and best protection especially in full contact. The 
underside is made of particularly durable material to prevent biting 
through and also absorb hard levels of high impact well.

GUM SHIELD STANDARD

Material Colour Art.-No.

plastic white 88032

GUM SHIELD LEVEL 3

Material Colour Art.-No.

plastic white 88034

GUM SHIELD BOX

Material Colour Art.-No.

plastic white 88035

GUM SHIELD LEVEL 2

Material Colour Art.-No.

plastic white 88033

HEAD AND GROIN PROTECTION

Groin Pad

The groin pad with hard cup protects 
what needs to be protected. After boxing  
training, the hard cup can be easily  
removed from the groin pad. The groin 
pad is made of elastic cotton and can be 
machine washed.

SPARRING

First-class workmanship and the use of 
high-quality cowhide ensures a premium 
product. This head guard is handcrafted 
and can be adjusted to the right size with 
the attached cord. The wide Velcro fas-
tening in the back can easily be opened 
and closed, even when wearing gloves. 
The non-slip textured leather on the inside 
guarantees a perfect fit in extreme trai-
ning situations. The chin guard not only 
protects but also prevents the head guard 
from slipping off during training. The face 
area can be adjusted to be worn in all  
training situations.

SPARRING

Size Material Colour Art.-No.

S - M leather black/white 87014

L - XL leather black/white 87015

GROIN PAD

Size Cup Material Colour Art.-No.

S - M 14 x 9 cm
cotton, 
elastic white 89040

L - XL 17 x 11 cm
cotton, 
elastic white 89041



HAMMER Sport AG
Von-Liebig-Str. 21, 89231 Neu-Ulm

Telephone: 0049 731 - 97 488 - 0   Telefax: 0049 731 - 97 488 - 40   E-Mail: info@hammer.de

www.hammer-boxing.de
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